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Summary: Neurogenic voice disorders (NVDs) are caused by damage or malfunction of the central or peripheral nervous system that controls vocal fold movement. In this paper, we investigate the potential of the Fisher
vector (FV) encoding in automatic detection of people with NVDs. FVs are used to convert features from frame
level (local descriptors) to utterance level (global descriptors). At the frame level, we extract two popular cepstral
representations, namely, Mel-frequency cepstral coefﬁcients (MFCCs) and perceptual linear prediction cepstral
coefﬁcients (PLPCCs), from acoustic voice signals. In addition, the MFCC features are also extracted from every
frame of the glottal source signal computed using a glottal inverse ﬁltering (GIF) technique. The global descriptors derived from the local descriptors are used to train a support vector machine (SVM) classiﬁer. Experiments
are conducted using voice signals from 80 healthy speakers and 80 patients with NVDs (40 with spasmodic dysphonia (SD) and 40 with recurrent laryngeal nerve palsy (RLNP)) taken from the Saarbruecken voice disorder
(SVD) database. The overall results indicate that the use of the FV encoding leads to better identiﬁcation of people with NVDs, compared to the defacto temporal encoding. Furthermore, the SVM trained using the combination of FVs derived from the cepstral and glottal features provides the overall best detection performance.
Key Words: Neurogenic voice disorders−MFCC−Perceptual linear prediction−Fisher vector−Support vector
machine−Glottal features.

INTRODUCTION
Neurogenic voice disorders (NVDs) are organic voice disorders that result from problems with the central or peripheral
nervous system innervation to the larynx therefore affecting
functioning of the vocal mechanism.1,2 NVDs can be the
only or ﬁrst sign indicating that a person has a neurological
condition.3,4 Examples of neurological conditions that show
voice disorders during the disease progression are vocal
tremor, spasmodic dysphonia (SD), and vocal fold paralysis.1,2 In patients with NVDs, typical vocal signs and symptoms include quality issues such as hoarseness and
harshness; vocal effort issues such as vocal fatigue
and breathy voice; and pitch issues such as pitch breaks,
and inappropriately high pitch1−4 that all greatly affect the
patient’s ability to communicate. The assessment of voice is
essential in distinguishing speakers with NVDs from healthy
speakers. The voice assessment can be performed using a
classical approach, which involves an otolaryngologist performing intelligibility tests to assess for abnormalities in
articulation, quality, rate of speech and ﬂuidity (whether
there are breaks or spasms).4 Subjective intelligibility tests
are, however, costly, laborious, and frequently prone to
intrinsic biases of physicians due to familiarity with patients
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and their voice condition. This motivates the design of
machine learning (ML)-based systems that could automatically detect individuals with NVDs directly from acoustic
voice signals thereby enabling objective assessment. Objective voice-based assessment is economical and reliable, and
it can be used to perform the diagnosis away from the hospital, which reduces the inconvenience and cost of frequent
physical visits of patients for medical examination.4 Most
importantly, ML-driven automated NVD detection systems
can be used to screen individuals with neurogenic disorders
at an early stage, which helps in providing timely treatment
for the patients.
Typically, ML-based automatic detection of voice disorders includes two major components5,7: feature extraction
and classiﬁer. In feature extraction, a set of pre-deﬁned features are extracted to capture discriminative information
present in voice signals. The feature sets reported in the literature for detection of voice disorders can be grouped into
four categories: (1) spectral and cepstral measures (such as
Mel-frequency cepstral coefﬁcients (MFCCs), linear predictive cepstral coefﬁcients (LPCCs), cepstral peak prominence
(CPP) and perceptual linear prediction cepstral coefﬁcients
(PLPCCs));5−8 (2) perturbation measures (such as the jitter
and shimmer);11−13 (3) complexity measures (such as the
Hurst exponent, approximate entropy, and sample
entropy);14,15 and (4) glottal source measures (such as timedomain and frequency-domain glottal source parameters).5,7,9,10 Among various features, the cepstral features
(particularly MFCCs) are most popular and they have been
shown to perform comparably to or better than many other
feature types.16,17 The cepstral domain representations have
the advantage that they can effectively capture the abnormalities in articulation and vocal quality (such as irregular
vocal fold movements and incomplete closure of the vocal
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folds6). Furthermore, the cepstral features are less correlated,
which is advantageous in the efﬁcient implementation of ML
classiﬁers. Therefore, in this study we make use of the cepstral features in distinguishing healthy speakers from patients
with NVDs. The classiﬁer stage includes an ML algorithm
trained with the extracted features to label the input voice as
healthy or disordered. For the classiﬁer stage, several algorithms such as support vector machine (SVM), artiﬁcial neural networks, decision trees, and variants of recurrent neural
network (RNN) have been used in the study area.5,6,8,9,18−20
Among various classiﬁers, SVM is the most widely used
algorithm for detection of voice disorders.5,10,18,19 A review
by Al-Dhief et al.18 provides more information of various
feature extraction and classiﬁcation techniques that have
been used in detection of pathological voice.
The utterance-level features (also known as global
descriptors) derived from the frame-level features (also
known as local descriptors),5,10,17 such as MFCCs, are commonly used for voice disorder detection tasks. Global
descriptors can embed long-range dependencies present in
voice signals, and capture the most relevant information
from the entire utterance in a compact form. Furthermore,
global descriptors can present variable-length voice signals
using a ﬁxed-length vector, which enables easy training of
ML classiﬁers. Most of the existing studies utilize temporal
encoding that uses descriptive statistics (such as mean and
standard deviation) to convert frame-level features to utterance-level features. The main disadvantage of temporal
encoding is that it mixes the information from the local
descriptors and cannot capture their joint variation with
time. It is important to note that the information speciﬁc to
a voice disorder is not equally distributed among all framelevel features extracted from a voice sample. For example,
in a single voice sample of a patient with NVD there may be
some feature frames with no dysphonia and some with varying degrees of dysphonia. Hence, it is necessary to have a
representation which preserves this temporal difference without blending the information. In this work, we propose to use
the Fisher vector (FV) encoding for deriving the global
descriptors.21 Unlike temporal encoding, FV encoding can
capture ﬁner relationship between each feature dimension
along with temporal pattern.22 Further, FV is efﬁcient to compute and can provide accurate encoding even with a small corpus. By utilizing FV representation, best results have been
reported in para-linguistics tasks such as speaker veriﬁcation24
and spooﬁng detection.22 Since detection of NVD is also a
para-linguistic task,23 we hypothesize that better discrimination of healthy speakers from patients with NVD can be
achieved by using the FV encoding technique.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
database used for the detection task. Section 3 provides the
details about the NVD detection system, the considered
local descriptors, the two encoding techniques (temporal
and FV) for converting local descriptors to global descriptors, SVM classiﬁcation, and evaluation criteria. The results
are reported in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions of this
study are provided in Section 5.
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DATABASE
In our experiments, we considered the publicly available
Saarbruecken voice disorder (SVD) database,25 which in
total consists of recordings from 869 healthy and 1356 pathological speakers of German. The database is a large repository of pathological speech containing recordings of the
sustained vowels /a/, /i/, and /u/ in high, normal, and low
pitches, as well as with rising-falling pitch. Furthermore, the
database also comprises recordings of the sentence ”Guten
Morgen, wie geht es Ihnen?” (”Good morning, how are
you?”). Speech signals representing as many as 71 different
pathologies are present in the SVD database. For the current study, we used a portion of the database by selecting
voices produced by healthy speakers and by patients suffering from NVDs. The number of speakers considered in the
study is 80 for healthy speakers (40 male and 40 female) and
80 for speakers with NVD (40 male and 40 female). From
the 80 speakers diagnosed with NVD, 40 suffer from spasmodic dysphonia (a central nervous system disorder) and 40
suffer from recurrent laryngeal nerve palsy (a peripheral
nervous system disorder). SD causes involuntary spasms in
the muscles of the voice box or larynx. This causes the voice
to break and have a tight, strained or strangled sound.4
Vocal fold paralysis due to dysfunction of recurrent laryngeal nerve is referred to as recurrent laryngeal nerve palsy/
paralysis (RLNP).4 Patients with RLNP typically complain
of hoarseness, changes in vocal pitch, and breathy quality of
voice. The speaker age ranges from 30 to 80 yr (mean 56.03
and 55.39 for the healthy speakers and the speakers with
NVD, respectively; standard deviation 14.51 and 15.19 for
the healthy speakers and the speakers with NVD, respectively). The number of male and female speakers is same in
both groups (healthy and NVD). For each speaker, the current study utilizes the three vowels produced with normal,
low and high pitch and the sentence yielding in total 10
utterances per speaker (nine vowel utterances and one sentence). A sampling frequency of 50 kHz was used in the
original recordings of the SVD database, but we down-sampled all the signals to 16 kHz for the purpose of this study.
ARCHITECTURE OF THE NVD DETECTION SYSTEM
Figure 1 depicts the steps in the system for the automatic
detection of NVDs. In the training phase, local descriptors
(frame-level features) are ﬁrst extracted from voice signals.
As local descriptors, we considered 13-dimensional MFCCs
and 13-dimensional PLPCCs extracted from the acoustic
voice signal, and 13-dimensional MFCCs extracted from
the glottal source signal estimated by means of glottal
inverse ﬁltering.26 The extraction process of the local
descriptors is discussed in Section 3.1. The local descriptors
are converted to global descriptors (utterance-level features)
using either the temporal or FV encoding (discussed in Section 3.2). Finally, an SVM classiﬁer is trained using individual or combined global descriptors along with the
corresponding class labels (healthy vs. NVD). In the testing
phase, the global descriptors of an utterance are given as
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emphasizing the spectrum is to approximate the unequal
sensitivity of human hearing to different frequencies. The
intensity-to-loudness conversion is intended for tuning of
the spectral envelope approximation. Both MFCCs and
PLPCCs have been shown to provide very good discrimination of healthy and disordered voices,16 and are regarded as
the defacto standard feature sets in the study area. Figure 3
(a) shows the spectrogram computed from voice signals of a
healthy speaker and a patient with NVD. From Figure 3(a),
it can be seen that the spectrograms of the healthy and disordered voices are clearly different. The MFCC and PLPCC
try to capture the differences in the spectra in their own way.

FIGURE 1. Schematic block diagram of the NVD detection system.

input to SVM, which detects if the input voice signal is produced by a healthy speaker or by a speaker with NVD.
Extraction of local descriptors
This subsection describes the extraction of local descriptors
used for the detection task of the current study.
The MFCC and PLPCC features
Figure 2 shows the steps involved in extraction of the MFCC
features. The input speech signal is ﬁrst pre-emphasized and
divided into several 30 ms frames using the Hamming window
and a hop size of 10 ms. Next, the 1024-point discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) of each frame is computed. After this, a triangular ﬁlter bank consisting of 40 Mel-spaced ﬁlters is
applied to the power spectrum. Finally, through the discrete
cosine transform (DCT) calculation of the logarithm of ﬁlterbank output, 13 MFCCs are obtained for each frame.
The computation process of 13 PLPCCs is similar to that
of the MFCC computation, except that it involves two additional steps: equal-loudness pre-emphasis and intensity
loudness conversion prior to applying the logarithm (see
Figure 2). The perceptual enhancement (PE) block shown in
Figure 2 integrates these two steps. The purpose of pre-

The glottal-MFCC features
Recent studies have shown that the glottal source signal carries complementary information of voice disorders.5,7,10 In
this work, we capture this information through MFCCs
computed from the glottal source waveform derived using
glottal inverse ﬁltering (GIF). For GIF, we considered the
quasi-closed phase (QCP) technique which has been shown
to compute glottal source signals from non-modals voices
better than several existing techniques.9,26 For the details of
the QCP method, the reader is referred to the study by Airaksinen et al.26 As seen from Figure 2, the steps involved in
the computation of the 13-dimensional glottal-MFCCs
(shortly referred to as gMFCCs) is the same as that of the
MFCC computation from acoustic voice signals, except
that the input signal is the glottal source signal instead of
the voice signal. Figure 3(c) shows spectrograms of the glottal source signals estimated using the QCP method from the
healthy and disordered voice signals shown in Figure 3(b).
Like in the spectrograms computed from voice signals
shown in Figure 3(a), the spectra of the glottal source signals show clear differences. The discriminatory information
present in the spectrum of the glottal source signal is represented by the glottal-MFCC features.
Deriving global descriptors from local descriptors
The MFCC, PLP and glottal-MFCC features (described in
previous sections) are called local descriptors as they capture frame-level information. For the detection of voice disorders from longer utterances like sustained vowels, words
and sentences, utterance-level information is desired. Therefore, local descriptors are converted to global descriptors,

FIGURE 2. Block diagram representation for the extraction of different cepstral features used as local descriptors in the study. The PE and
log(.) blocks denote perceptual enhancement and logarithm operation, respectively.
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FIGURE 3. Illustration of spectrograms of (a) acoustic voice signals of vowel /a/ and (b) their corresponding glottal source waveforms estimated using the QCP method, for a healthy speaker and a patient with NVD caused by RLNP.

which condense the frame-level representations into a single
utterance level representation. The global descriptors helps
in better characterization of healthy/disordered voices compared to local descriptors by representing the long-term
trends in the local descriptors over an utterance. Conventionally, temporal encoding is used for converting local
descriptors to global descriptors. In the temporal encoding,
multiple descriptive statistics are considered in order to capture different aspects of voice signals.5,10,17 For experiments,
we considered four popular statistical measures, namely,
mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis. The
length of a global descriptor is equal to DN where D is the
dimension of the feature vector representing each frame and
N is the number of statistical measures used. For the considered local descriptors, each frame consists of a 13-dimensional feature vector, so the global descriptors have a
dimension of 52. That is, each input voice signal is represented using a 52-dimensional feature vector irrespective of
the length of the input signal.
The main drawback of the temporal encoding is that it
models the temporal trajectories of each dimension in the
feature vectors independently. As a result, the temporal
encoding approach fails to capture the joint variation of the
cepstral coefﬁcients with time. As an alternative to the temporal encoding, we make use of the FV encoding technique
for deriving global descriptors. In the case of the FV encoding, all the dimensions of the feature vectors are considered
together and a multivariate Gaussian is ﬁtted. Hence, the
FV encoding captures a ﬁner relationship between each feature dimension along with temporal pattern. Also, FV

encoding uses the information from a larger population of
each class while ﬁtting a Gaussian, and hence can better represent the inter-class variability than temporal encoding.
The main idea behind the FV encoding is to measure the
amount of change induced by the utterance descriptors on a
background probability model, which is typically a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with diagonal covariance
matrices. The Fisher vector encodes the amount of change
of the model parameters to optimally ﬁt the new-coming
data. This requires the computation of the Fisher information matrix, which is the derivative of the log-likelihood
with respect to model parameters (hence the
name “Fisher”). First, a GMM model with K Gaussians is
learned using the training set of any one of the class
(healthy or NVD). The GMM model is parameterized as λ
K
¼ fwk ; mk ; s k gk¼1 where wk , mk , s k represent mixture weight,
mean and variance corresponding to the k-th Gaussian
component, respectively. Once the model is trained, the FV
representation of a set of local descriptors L ¼ fl1 ; l2 ; :::lF g,
where F is the number of frames, is given by two parts:21,22


K
1 X
li  mk
uk ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qki
ð1Þ
N wk k¼1
sk
(
)
2
N
X
1
l i  mk
qki
1
vk ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sk
N 2wk i¼1

ð2Þ

where qki is the Gaussian soft assignment of the descriptor xi
to the kth Gaussian. The u part captures the 1st order
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differences whereas the v part captures the second order differences. With a D-dimensional local descriptor, the ﬁnal
FV representation of size 2DK is obtained by concatenation
of the two parts. In this study, two Gaussian components
(K ¼ 2) are used to ﬁt the feature vectors for all local
descriptors extracted from patient’s data. Hence, as in the
case of the temporal encoding, a 52-dimensional feature vector is extracted from every input voice signal with the FV
encoding. The FVs are standardized before utilizing for
training the SVM classiﬁer.
SVM classifier
The databases for voice disorders usually contain a small
number of speech samples. SVM, a fast and reliable ML
algorithm, performs very well with a limited amount of
data, and hence it has become one of the most popular classiﬁers for detection of voice disorders. The SVM algorithm
tries to ﬁnd the optimal placement of the separation plane
between the borders of two classes to achieve the maximum
discrimination. In this work, we used a non-linear SVM
with the radial basis function (RBF) kernel. The kernel
equation is given by

Kðx; yÞ ¼ expðg k x  y k 2 ; g > 0
ð3Þ

testing and the same speaker was not used in both training
and testing. For evaluation we considered four standard
metrics, namely, recall (sensitivity), precision, F1-score and
accuracy. These metrics are deﬁned as follows:
recallð%Þ ¼

TP
 100
TP þ FN

precisionð%Þ ¼

TP
 100
TP þ FP

F 1  scoreð%Þ ¼ 2

accuracyð%Þ ¼

ð4Þ
ð5Þ

precision  REC
 100
precision þ REC

ð6Þ

TP þ TN
 100
TP þ TN þ FP þ FN

ð7Þ

where the training samples, labels and kernel parameter are
denoted by x, y, and g respectively. Besides the kernel
parameter, there is also a regularization parameter C for
SVM. The SVM classiﬁer is trained with the global descriptors computed from the voice signals as input and the corresponding class labels as output.

In the equations above, TP refers to true positives (ie, the
number of samples which are truly positive and are predicted as positive), TN refers to true negatives (ie, the number of samples which are truly negative and are predicted as
negative); FP refers to false positives (ie, the number of samples which are truly negative but are predicted as positive)
and FN refers to false negatives (ie, the number of samples
which are truly positive but are predicted as negative). For a
good detection system, all the metrics should be high (ideally close to 100%) Evaluation metrics were saved in every
fold and were averaged over the ﬁve folds for the evaluation.
The hyper-parameters of the SVM classiﬁer were tuned
automatically using the Bayesian optimization technique by
following a 10-fold CV strategy using the training data from
the ﬁrst fold.

Evaluation scheme
The evaluation was carried out using the ﬁve-fold cross validation (CV) technique. In each fold of the CV, data from
80% of the speakers (64 speakers consisting of 32 male and
32 female speakers) was used for training and data from the
remaining 20% of the speakers (16 speakers consisting of
eight male and eight female speakers) from each class was
used for testing. Every speaker was used only once for

RESULTS
The performance of the temporal encoding and FV encoding techniques is evaluated using the voice signals from the
SVD database as discussed in Section 2. The average NVD
detection results obtained with the individual and combined
feature sets are shown in Table 1. From the table, it can be
observed that in the case of individual feature sets, the
PLPCC feature set provided the best performance in terms

TABLE 1.
Performance Evaluation Results (zin %) Obtained for the Detection Task (Healthy vs. NVD)
Features

Temporal Encoding
Recall

Precision

MFCC
PLPCC
gMFCC

68.50
69.33
66.50

68.01
69.10
65.32

MFCC + PLPCC
MFCC + gMFCC
PLPCC + gMFCC
MFCC + PLPCC + gMFCC

74.67
73.33
75.83
75.50

70.60
67.69
70.54
71.86

F1-Score

FV Encoding
Accuracy

Individual Feature Sets
68.24
68.16
69.22
69.17
65.87
65.58
Combined Feature Sets
72.50
71.58
70.40
69.17
73.09
72.08
73.63
72.92

For each of the four metrics, the best combination of encoding and features is marked in bold.

Recall

Precision

F1-Score

Accuracy

69.17
71.67
67.67

72.17
72.88
66.81

70.64
72.27
67.10

71.25
72.50
66.92

75.17
71.00
77.50
80.83

75.21
74.15
72.66
74.05

75.04
72.49
75.00
77.29

75.00
73.08
74.17
76.25
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of accuracy (69.17%), F1-score (69.22%), precision (69.10%)
and recall(69.33%) with the temporal encoding. In terms of
the F1-score and accuracy, the next best feature set was
MFCC, which provided an accuracy of 68.17% and F1score of 68.24%. The performance of gMFCC was also
close to that of the MFCC and PLPCC features, which indicates the presence of voice pathology related information in
the gMFCC features. Most importantly, the results
obtained for all the three individual feature sets show that
the global descriptors generated by the FV encoding yielded
better performance than those obtained with the temporal
encoding. Among the individual feature sets, the overall
best performance in terms of recall (71.67%), precision
(72.88%), F1-score (72.27%), and accuracy (72.50%), was
obtained by using the FV representation for the PLPCC
features.
From the combination of feature sets, it can be clearly
seen that there exists an improvement in performance for all
the combinations with the temporal and FV encoding. This
indicates existence of complementary information among
the feature sets. In the case of the temporal encoding, the
combination of FVs of PLPCC and gMFCC provided better performance compared to the combinations MFCC
+PLPCC and MFCC+gMFCC. However, with the FV
encoding, the detection performance achieved with the combination (MFCC+gMFCC) was better than the other two
combinations. In the case of both the temporal and FV
encodings, the best performance was observed when the
MFCC, PLPCC and glottal-MFCC features were combined. This highlights the complementary nature of the conventional cepstral features with the glottal source cepstral
features for the NVD detection. It can be noted that both
with individual or combined feature sets the detection performance achieved with the FV encoding is better than the
one achieved with the temporal encoding. Overall, combining the FV representations of all the three feature sets provided the best detection performance in terms of accuracy
(76.25%) and F1-score (77.29%). Figure 4 shows the
receiver operating character (ROC) curves for the FV and
temporal encoding of the combination (MFCC + PLPCC +
gMFCC). The ROC curves are plotted by considering data
of 75% of the speakers for training and the data from
remaining speakers for testing. From the ﬁgure, it can be
seen that the FV encoding achieved the best area under
curve (AUC) of 0.83, and the ROC curves demonstrate the
superiority of the FV encoding over the temporal encoding.
Altogether, the results highlight the importance of capturing
the joint spectro-temporal variations between features for
the detection of voice disorders.
DISCUSSION
Neurological disorders affect the body systemically, but
patients will often complain of dysphonia before other symptoms develop. Therefore, detection of people with NVDs is
essential to provide timely treatment for the underlying neurological condition. The ML-based detection of NVDs is a
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FIGURE 4. The ROC curves for classiﬁcation by SVM.
non-invasive approach for distinguishing speakers with
NVDs from healthy controls automatically using the acoustic
voice signal. This paper studies the effectiveness of cepstral
features and the FV representation in the detection of NVDs.
Patients with two types of NVDs, namely, SD (a central nervous system disorder) and RLNP (a peripheral nervous system disorder) are considered. While the patients with SD
have a strangled, harsh-sounding voice, with inappropriate
pitch or pitch breaks, those with RLNP have voice quality
that is hoarse and breathy.4 The abnormalities in the voices
of patients with NVDs can be captured effectively using the
cepstral features (MFCC and PLPCC), which have the ability to parameterize changes in the articulation and phonation
caused by the neurologic conditions.6
For the voice disorder detection task, it is desirable to
condense frame-level information into utterance-level information. Therefore, most of the existing studies make use of
temporal encoding to convert the frame-level features to
utterance-level features to capture long-term dependencies.
However, the temporal encoding technique merges the
important temporal cues and hence cannot efﬁciently represent the discriminative information in voice signals. To
overcome this drawback, we used the FV encoding technique, which generates global descriptors by modelling the
subtle variations of local descriptors over time. The experiments results show that the FV representation of the cepstral features results in better performance compared to
temporal encoding. Since the considered NVDs (SD and
RLNP) mainly affect phonation, we further examined the
effectiveness of voice source information in the detection of
patients with NVD. The voice source was derived using the
QCP inverse ﬁltering technique and the estimated glottal
ﬂows were parameterised using MFCC features. As the
major ﬁnding of this study, the results showed that the FV
representation is more effective in the detection of NVDs
than the temporal encoding. Furthermore, the combination
of FV representations of MFCC, PLPCC and glottalMFCC features provided the overall best performance in
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terms of recall (80.83%), F1-score (77.29%), and accuracy
(76.25%). It is important to note that the majority of the
samples used for experiments were sustained vowels. Sustained vowel production is not necessarily the best type of
speaking task to elicit voice signals that could reveal the
presence of abnormal temporal behaviour caused by a
NVD. Even for a clinician, it might be difﬁcult to perceptually assess sustained vowel samples. On the other hand, sustained vowels are easy to collect from patients. In addition,
sustained vowels are present in spontaneous speech in all
languages. Therefore they can in principle be recorded from
natural everyday speech communication situations unlike
voice samples that call conducting a special speaking task
such the diadochokinetic task.9 Therefore, the studied combination of the FV representations of the MFCC, PLPCC
and glottal-MFCC features can be considered beneﬁcial
because it provides an effective detection scheme that can
automatically ﬂag individuals with abnormal vocal characteristics already from simple and short sustained utterances.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we investigated the effectiveness of the FV
encoding in developing automatic ML-based systems for
the detection of people with NVDs. The FV representation
is used for converting local descriptors extracted from voice
signals to global descriptors, which can capture the joint
spectro-temporal variations. The FV representations of the
popular MFCC and PLPCC as well as the glottal-MFCC
features were employed in the detection of NVDs. The
experimental were performed using voice signals of healthy
speakers and patients with two types of NVDs (SD and
RLNP), present in the SVD database. The results indicate
that the FV encoding technique performs better than the
defacto temporal encoding technique. Furthermore, the
combination of FVs of cepstral features or FVs of cepstral
and glottal features resulted in improved detection performance, indicating the complementary nature of these features. The combination of FVs of all the considered features
provided the overall best performance in discriminating
healthy speakers and speakers with NVDs.
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